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Abstract—This paper discusses the impact of flexibility when designing a Viterbi decoder for both convolutional and TCM codes. Different trade-offs have to be considered in choosing the right architecture for the processing blocks and the resulting hardware penalty is evaluated. We study the impact of symbol quantization that degrades performance and affects the wordlength of the rate-flexible trellis datapath. A radix-2-based architecture for this datapath relaxes the hardware requirements on the branch metric and survivor path blocks substantially. The cost of flexibility in terms of cell area and power consumption is explored by an investigation of synthesized designs that provide different transmission rates. Two designs are fabricated in a digital 0.13-μm CMOS process. Based on post-layout simulations, a symbol baud rate of 160 Mbaud/s is achieved in TCM mode, equivalent to a maximum throughput of 840 Mbit/s using a 64-QAM constellation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WITH growing application diversity in mobile communications, the need for flexible processing hardware has increased. As an example, consider application-diverse high-rate wireless personal area networks (WPANs) [1], which provide short-range ad hoc connectivity for mobile consumer electronics and communication devices. In this environment, different transmission schemes and code rates are required in order to adjust to varying channel conditions [2], [3]. Thus, a flexible channel decoding platform should be able to handle at least two decoding modes, one when a high error-correcting capability is required at low $E_b/N_0$, and another one supporting high data throughput if the channel is good. How flexibility constrains the design process and its overall cost in terms of hardware are issues that are often overlooked. A design goal could be stated as follows: increase flexibility with as little sacrifice as possible in area, throughput, and power consumption.

Trellis-coded modulation (TCM) [4], [5] is considered as a means of transmitting coded information at high data rates. It is most efficient for higher (quadrature) constellations beyond quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), which carry more than two information symbols per 2-D channel use. The subset selectors of the TCM codes in [1] are rate 1/2 for QPSK and rate 2/3 for 16-QAM, 32-CR, and 64-QAM constellations. In Fig. 1, we plot their bit error rate (BER) in the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel since these curves are not generally available in literature. For comparison, the Shannon limit for equivalent rate $R$ (bits/dimension) systems is shown in this figure. For example, since there is one coded bit per constellation point, the rate for 16-QAM TCM transmission is 3 bits per 2 dimensions, equivalent to $R = 1.5$ bits/dimension. The target BER in the WPAN standard is around $10^{-5}$: here the transmission schemes using higher constellations are around 5 dB from the Shannon limit.

The QPSK scheme is considered as a dropback mode for low $E_b/N_0$. In such a small-constellation scenario, rate 1/2 binary convolutional codes are usually preferred since they can achieve the same transmission rate as TCM with better BER performance. Simulations show that at the target BER, the best 8-state rate 1/2 convolutional code together with Gray-mapped QPSK is about 0.3 dB better than the TCM QPSK scheme. Apparently, subset partitioning is not very effective at this low rate. In the following, the coding polynomials (octal notation, right justified) considered are $g = (1, 17/13)$ for the rate 1/2 convolutional encoder in controller form and $h = (15, 02, 04)$ for the rate 2/3 TCM subset selector in observer form.

The Viterbi algorithm (VA) [6], [7] is a maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding scheme that is used, among others, to recover encoded information corrupted during transmission over a noisy channel. Its processing complexity increases both with

Fig. 1. BER performance in AWGN of TCM codes from [1] together with the Shannon limit of equivalent rate $R$ (bits/dimension) systems. Target BER for transmission is $10^{-5}$. The target BER in the WPAN standard is around $10^{-5}$: the transmission schemes using higher constellations are around 5 dB from the Shannon limit.
the number of trellis states $N = 2^m$ and branches $2^b$ per node that connect these states. Here, $m$ denotes encoder memory and there are $b$ information bits per trellis stage.

Flexible Viterbi decoding processors were studied and presented in, for example, [8] and [9]. However, they were intended solely for use with rate $1/c$ binary convolutional codes, $c$ an integer, and provided flexibility by varying the encoder state space and thus error performance. No attempt was made to investigate the cost of this flexibility.

The trellis diagram of rate $1/c$ codes can be decomposed into a radix-2 (R2) butterfly state interconnect structure. To reduce bandwidth expansion, higher rate codes up to rate 1 are obtained by puncturing [10] the basic $1/c$ code, which preserves the R2 structure of the trellis. In case of TCM, however, puncturing is not applicable if code performance is to be fully maintained. This degradation stems from altering the minimum inter-subset distance [11]. The trellis of the considered subset decoder consists of radix-4 (R4) butterflies, where 4 branches are leaving and entering each state. Almost all practical trellis codes, whether TCM or not, are based on either R2 or R4 butterflies. Therefore, the presented architecture easily extends to other codes.

To summarize these considerations, a flexible channel decoding architecture has to be tailored to efficiently process both R2 and R4 butterflies, while limiting overhead in both area and power consumption, that is, both modes should utilize the same computational kernel. For the trellis processing blocks such an architecture is presented in [12]. However, flexibility is also required in other processing blocks, namely branch metric (BM) and survivor path (SP) units. In this paper, we consider all processing blocks of the decoder and evaluate the cost of flexibility for our design example.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review the building blocks in the VA. Section III–V describe optimization steps for the different blocks to achieve the desired flexibility with minimum hardware penalty. In particular, it will be seen how the architecture choice of the main processing block enables the other blocks to reuse hardware resources as efficiently as possible. In Section VI, the contribution of flexibility to the overall cost in cell area and power consumption is evaluated based on synthesized hardware. It also presents a chip implementation in a digital 0.13-$\mu$m CMOS process.

II. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

For the scope of this paper, we briefly revisit the basic building blocks used in the VA. A more thorough, hardware-oriented description is found in [13]. As shown in Fig. 2, there are three main processing blocks in a Viterbi decoder, that is, BM, trellis, and SP unit. The BM unit provides measures of likelihood $\lambda$ for the transitions in a trellis. These measures are consumed by the trellis unit, where add-compare-select (ACS) operations on the state metrics (SMs) $\Gamma(S', k)$ at instant $k$ form a new vector of SMs $\Gamma(S, k + 1)$ at instant $k + 1$. This operation is equivalent to discarding unlikely branches in the trellis diagram. Here, $S'$ denotes the vector of states in a trellis and $S$ is its permutation according to the given state interconnection.

The trellis unit outputs an $N \times b$ matrix $D$ of decision bits about surviving branches. These bits are processed by the survivor path (SP) unit to reconstruct the information bits that caused the transitions. Additionally, in case of TCM, the most likely transmitted signals $\mathbf{c}$ for all subsets have to be stored in the subset signal memory. These signals, together with the reconstructed subset sequence from the SP unit, form the final decoded sequence.

Which parts of the architecture have to be flexible is seen in Fig. 2. The architecture of the trellis and SP units solely depends on the code rate and number of states in a trellis diagram. A realization in dedicated hardware, which is more energy efficient, is thus logical. The BM unit, on the other hand, is strongly related to the task the Viterbi processor is intended for. For example, apart from calculating distances between received and expected symbols as in the case of binary convolutional coding, TCM codes require an additional subset decoder. Extension of this architecture to cope with, for example, Viterbi equalization would require another processing part for finding the necessary BMs.

III. BRANCH METRIC UNIT

We first introduce an applicable distance measure and apply it in the context of TCM. An investigation of symbol quantization follows. Its impact on cutoff rate as well as error performance is evaluated, which ultimately leads to the required BM wordlength that determines the wordlength of the trellis datapath.

Throughout this section, we consider 2-D quadrature modulations that consist of two independent pulse amplitude modulations (PAMs) generated from orthogonal pulses. Dimensions $i = 0, 1$ relate to in-phase ($I$) and quadrature-phase ($Q$) signal components, respectively.

To provide measures of likelihood for the state transitions, different metrics are appropriate for different channel models. In the AWGN channel, the optimal distance measure is the squared Euclidean distance between received channel symbol $y$ and constellation symbol $s$

\begin{equation}
\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} (y_i - s_i)^2
\end{equation}

where $s_i$ is from the alphabet of $M$-PAM. In case of binary signaling per dimension where $s_i \in \{-1, +1\}$, (1) simplifies to $-\sum_i y_i s_i$ since $y_i^2$ and $s_i^2$ contribute equally to all distances and can be neglected. For larger constellations, different $s_i^2$ have to be taken into account in the distance calculation.
Here, possible simplifications utilize the constellation’s bit mapping, commonly Gray, to determine soft bit values [14] that can be utilized by the ML decoder. Due to TCM’s subset partitioning, assigning such soft bit values is not meaningful since Gray mapping is only applied to points in the same subset, not to the constellation itself. Furthermore, only the distance to the nearest constellation point in a specific subset is considered as BM for that subset in TCM decoding. This point has to be determined for each subset before the BM calculations. Fig. 3 shows part of the lattice $\mathbb{Z}^2$, where $D_{\text{min}}$ denotes the minimum distance between lattice points and the subset distribution is represented by circles, squares, and triangles. The largest distance appears if the received symbol $y$ matches a lattice point and the resulting maximum attainable BM $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ is bound by a circle of radius $2D_{\text{min}}$.

For the given finite constellation, though, the situation is slightly different. Assume that the values of the received symbols are limited by the dynamic range of the analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. Receiving a corner point causes the largest distance, that is, $\sqrt{10}D_{\text{min}}$ as in Fig. 3. Depending on the dynamic range, which ultimately determines the mapping of constellation points in respect to the maximum number range, one might have to consider an additional factor $\epsilon$ per dimension. This factor will be included in the BM calculations in the following subsection.

### A. Quantization Issues

One method of wordlength design [15] is based on the cutoff rate $R_0$, which is a lower bound to capacity for any specific signaling constellation. Consider a communication system using M-PAM at the transmitter and a receiver that outputs noisy channel symbols quantized with $q$ bits. This arrangement constitutes a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) with $M$ inputs and $2^q$ outputs. Let the $M$ symbols be equiprobable (symmetric cutoff rate [16]). Thus

$$R_0 = \log_2 M - \log_2 \left\{ \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \left[ \sum_{j=0}^{M-1} \sqrt{P(i|j)} \right]^2 \right\}$$

(2)

where the transition probabilities for AWGN are

$$P(i|j) = \int_{r_i}^{r_i} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi N_0}} e^{-\left(\frac{y}{\sigma}\right)^2/N_0} dy$$

(3)

and $\{s_j\}$ is the set of $M$ equally spaced constellation points over the interval $[-\sqrt{E_{\text{fs}}} + \sqrt{E_{\text{fs}}}]$. A quantization scheme for this DMC is considered optimal for a specific choice of $q$ and $N_0$ if it maximizes (2). For simplicity, we assume a uniform quantization scheme with precision $\Delta$. The thresholds that bound the integration areas $r_i$ in (3) are located at either

$$0, \pm \Delta, \ldots, \pm (2^{q-1} - 1)\Delta \quad \text{(truncation)}$$

or

$$\pm \Delta/2, \ldots, \pm (2^{q-1})\Delta/2 \quad \text{(rounding)}.$$

Furthermore, assume an automatic gain control (AGC) that perfectly estimates the noise variance $\sigma^2 = N_0/2$ by which the noisy channel symbols are normalized.

An information theoretical approach could involve an evaluation of $\partial R_0/\partial \Delta$ to determine $\Delta$ that maximizes $R_0$ given $M$, $q$, and $N_0$. However, since there is no analytical solution to the integral in (3) for $r_i < \infty$, numerical calculations have to be carried out to find the optimal threshold spacing $\Delta$, which in turn determines the dynamic range of the A/D conversion. Fig. 4
shows the cutoff rates $R_0$ for different $M$-PAM schemes. The corresponding $M^2$-QAM schemes are found in Fig. 1, where $E_b/N_0$ is assumed to achieve a BER of $10^{-5}$. Note that 32-CR corresponds to 36-QAM where the corner points are removed to achieve a lower energy constellation. The vertical lines denote the optimal $\Delta$ given $q$. The upper limit on $R_0$ for unquantized channel outputs is indicated by the horizontal lines. For example, given $M = 4$ and $q = 4$, the optimal $\Delta$ is around 0.135, which yields a dynamic range of 2.16. Considering the precision requirement on $\Delta$, which is based on a good noise estimation, it is already seen from Fig. 4 that a deviation towards a slightly higher $\Delta$ than the optimal one is more tolerable. That is, the slope of a cutoff rate curve is rather flat after its maximum, whereas it is comparatively steep before it.

Having found a range of feasible $\Delta$ for the discrete channel, one can verify these results with BER simulations for the TCM schemes. To lower the complexity of the distance calculation in (1), which involves squaring, a suboptimal metric is used. It considers only the absolute distances in either dimension and (1) is replaced by

$$|y_0 - s_0| + |y_1 - s_1|. \quad (4)$$

Table I summarizes the expected loss in $E_b/N_0$ compared to (1) and unquantized channel outputs. As expected, for a certain constellation the loss becomes smaller as $q$ increases, and larger constellations generally require finer quantization. QPSK together with binary convolutional coding is not listed in Table I since it is well known that 3 bits symbol quantization is usually sufficient for good performance [17]. A rate 1/2 convolutional code therefore requires 4 bits for the BM.

In order to determine $\lambda_{\text{max}}$, one can consider two approaches. First, to guarantee negligible performance degradation for all schemes, one could choose the $q$ that leads to the largest tolerable degradation for the largest constellation, in this case 64-QAM. Then, the overall loss in $E_b/N_0$ becomes the least in all transmission modes. Or secondly, one could vary the wordlength of the A/D samples to achieve the required tolerable degradation for each mode.

Pursuing the first approach, assume $q = 7$ bits performs close to optimal with 64-QAM, see Table I. This choice provides negligible degradation for the other two constellations. If the largest $q$-bit number exceeds the number assigned to the largest constellation point in either $\mathcal{I}$ or $\mathcal{Q}$, an additional factor $\epsilon$ has to be added per dimension. Considering Fig. 3 and (4), the largest BM becomes

$$\lambda_{\text{max}} = AD_{\text{min}} + 2\epsilon. \quad (5)$$

Choosing $\Delta$ according to Fig. 4 to maximize $R_0$ and achieve equidistant spacing between constellations points yields $D_{\text{min}} = 18$. Then $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ requires at least $\log_2 72 = 7$ bits. If the A/D-conversion uses its dynamic range efficiently, $\epsilon$ is small compared to the first term in (5) and the number of bits will be sufficient. Using the same $\Delta$ also for 16-QAM and 32-CR increases the number of levels between two constellation points so that 8 and 7 bits are now required for the BMs. That is, the lowest constellation needs the largest BM range, which means that the architecture is overdesigned.

Considering the second approach, that is, adjusting the wordlength of the A/D-samples, assume that 16-QAM and 32-CR employ $q = 4$ and $q = 6$ bits, respectively. This yields a $D_{\text{min}}$ of 9 and 13, and the largest BM becomes at least 36 and 52. $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ can now be represented by 6 bits, and the largest BM range applies to the highest constellation. The candidate $q$ are shaded in Table I.

### B. Subset Decoding and Signal Memory

In contrast to binary convolutional codes, which carry code symbols along trellis branches, TCM codes carry subsets that themselves consist of signals. Before BM calculations can be done one has to determine the most likely transmitted signal for each subset. This process is called subset decoding. For example, the decision boundaries for subset $D_0$ are depicted in Fig. 5 for the different constellations. In order to find the most likely subset point, comparisons with $y_1 - y_0$ and $y_1 + y_0$ to boundaries are needed. Furthermore, if there are more than two points per subset, as for 32-CR and 64-QAM, additional comparisons with $y_1$ or $y_0$ are required to resolve ambiguities, which are indicated by the horizontal and vertical boundaries. To determine the most likely points for the other subsets, one can either translate the input symbols relative to $D_0$ or simply adjust the comparison values for the boundaries.

To evaluate the computational effort, consider the lattice $\mathbb{Z}^2$ with an $M^2$-point constellation that is divided into $1 < P \leq M^2$ subsets with $M^2/P$ points per subset. With $\mu = \log_2 M^2/P$, this setup requires

$$\kappa = \begin{cases} (2\mu - 1) + 2\min\{\mu - 1, 2\}, & \text{for } P = 2^{2\kappa - 1}, \\ 0 + 2(\mu - 1), & \text{for } P = 2^{2\kappa} \end{cases} \quad (6)$$
slicing operations (comparisons with a constant) along the decision boundaries. The number of comparisons in (6) is split into two terms: the first relates to diagonal boundaries and the second to horizontal/vertical boundaries. The boolean comparison results are mapped to a unique point in the subset.

The complete architecture for the BM unit is depicted in Fig. 6. In total there are $\kappa P$ slicing operations and $P$ BM calculations according to (1) or (4). These BMs appear as $\lambda = \{\lambda_j\}$ for $j = 0, \ldots, P - 1$ in Fig. 2. The overhead due to TCM decoding is indicated in gray in Fig. 6. A subset decoder for $D_j$ consists of $\kappa$ comparisons and a demapper that chooses from these comparison bits one out of $M^2/P$ constellation points. This point $s$ is used for distance calculation to yield the BM $\lambda_j$. The calculations needed for subset decoding, $y_h - y_d$ and $y_h + y_d$, can be reused in case of binary rate 1/2 convolutional coding. These results are equivalent to the BMs for code symbols $\{+1 -1\}$ and $\{-1 -1\}$, respectively. The remaining two metrics are derived from these by negation.

As already mentioned in Section II, TCM gives rise to overhead in this flexible architecture: the unit that stores the candidate surviving signals. These “uncoded” bits represent subset points at each trellis stage and together with the reconstructed survivor path form the decoded output sequence. The unit comprises a memory that stores the $\log_2 M^2/P$ bits $c_{ij}$ from the subset decoder for all $P$ subsets. The length of this first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer equals the latency of the SP unit. For the architecture to be power-efficient, this part has to shut down when TCM is not employed.

To summarize the requirements for the BM unit, it appears that the initial price for flexibility is high due to TCM’s subset decoding in combination with its larger constellations.

IV. TRELLIS UNIT

The trellis unit consists of ACS units that are arranged and connected with each other in a butterfly fashion. These units deliver updated SMs $T(S,k + 1)$ and decisions $D$ based on previous SMs $T(S',k)$ and present BMs $\lambda$. The kernel has to cope with two different code rates, 1/2 and 2/3, and hence both R2 and R4 butterflies are to be processed. Our optimization objective is the following: given a fixed R2 butterfly architecture, how can the R4 butterflies be efficiently mapped onto this architecture, so the existing interconnections can be reused? According to [12], such a flexible processing architecture is preferably based on a modified R2 butterfly block. For convenience, we briefly repeat the concept of this R2-based flexible trellis processing.

A. Processing Framework

We consider an R4 butterfly which utilizes a set of BMs $\lambda_i$ for $i = 0, \ldots, 3$. As in Fig. 7, there are $N/2^b$ butterflies in a trellis, that is, given $N = 4$ and $b = 2$, there is only one R4 butterfly. Since $n \in [0, N/2^b - 1]$, we have $n = 0$ and the state labels become $0, \ldots, 3$.

To update one state in an R4 butterfly, one can carry out all six possible partial comparisons in parallel [18]. Four such operations are needed to calculate a complete R4 butterfly as in Fig. 7(b). However, this leads to inefficient hardware reuse in a rate-flexible system due to the arithmetic in the 4-way ACS units. In [19], area-delay complexity of R2- and R4-based butterfly processing is evaluated. Two cases are considered: one where an R2-based trellis is processed with R2 processing elements (PEs), and one where two R2 trellis stages are collapsed into one R4 stage [18], which is processed with the 6-comparator approach. For a standard cell design flow (this includes FPGA implementations), R2 PEs are found to be more cost-efficient, whereas a full-custom datapath as in [18] benefits the R4 6-comparator method. This is due to the achieved speed-ups compared to the area overhead for these approaches. In a standard cell design flow, the achieved speed-up was 1.26, whereas for the full-custom design it was 1.7. On top of this, introducing a redundant number representation and bit-level pipelining in a time-shared ACS datapath, the authors of [20] increased the speed-up to 1.9, only 5% from the optimum of 2. Again, their work reaches into the domain of full-custom tailormade datapath implementations. A similar approach was followed in [21], which is based on physical design-oriented hard macro blocks from an in-house datapath generator. The authors concur that this involves a higher design effort. Since platform independence and standard design flows are desired properties, we use an architecture that can be designed with standard cells and tools. Based on the preceding considerations, the said architecture thus consists of R2 butterfly units.

Another R4 trellis decoding architecture is found, for example, in [22] and it belongs to the domain of log-MAP decoders used in iterative decoding. The authors follow the same trellis collapsing approach as previously described. However, instead of using the 6-comparator method, they apply a straightforward two logic level approach for the 4-way ACS, similar to the one described in the following paragraphs. To summarize, their work is more concerned with efficient calculation of the logsum look-up table needed in log-MAP decoding and approximations that increase implementation efficiency without degrading decoding performance.
Generally, a 4-way ACS operation can be carried out in two successive steps: in the first step a pair of cumulative metrics (ACS) is evaluated and discarded; then in the second step, one of the surviving metrics is discarded, which corresponds to a compare-select (CS) operation in Fig. 8. This procedure is a decomposition into R2 operations that are separated in both state and time. Considering step \( (k \rightarrow k^*) \), the split into four R2 butterflies achieves the cumulation of the SMs with all four BMs. Then, in step \( (k^* \rightarrow k + 1) \), the partial survivors are compared and the final survivors selected. Here, Fig. 8(a) updates states 0 and 3, and Fig. 8(b) updates states 1 and 2.

To capture these processing steps formally we use the following definition. The state connectivity of an R2 butterfly is defined in Fig. 7(a). Assume that the two states at time \( k \) are named \( u' \) and \( v' \) with SMs \( \Gamma(u', k) \) and \( \Gamma(v', k) \), respectively. The two ACS operations leading to two updated state metrics for states \( u \) and \( v \) at stage \( k + 1 \) are expressed as butterfly operation \( B_{u'v'} \). Without loss of generality, the \( \lambda_i \) are distributed as in

\[
B_{u'v'} \equiv \begin{pmatrix}
\Gamma(u, k + 1) \\
\Gamma(v, k + 1)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\min \left( \frac{\Gamma(u', k) + \lambda_0}{\Gamma(v', k) + \lambda_1} \right) \\
\min \left( \frac{\Gamma(u', k) + \lambda_2}{\Gamma(v', k) + \lambda_3} \right)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(7)

We have already seen from Fig. 8 that there are four such R2 butterflies between \( k \) and \( k^* \), so four operations as in (7) are needed. For example, \( B_{01} \) is shown in Fig. 8(a), that is, \( u' = 0 \) and \( v' = 1 \).

Processing the R4 butterfly based on (7) preserves the compatibility with the base R2 architecture. The scheme for obtaining all partial survivors is then expressed as

\[
B' = \begin{pmatrix}
B_{01} & B_{10}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(8)

where the columns determine the instance of an iteration. So far we have only computed half of the partial survivors needed; to complete the R4 butterfly in parallel another unit has to carry out

\[
B'' = \begin{pmatrix}
B_{23} & B_{32}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(9)

The operations in (8) and (9) guarantee that all SMs at stage \( k \) are added to all BMs, that is, 16 partial sums are reduced to 8 partial survivors at intermediate stage \( k^* \) by means of CS operations. The final surviving SMs at stage \( k + 1 \) are obtained by CS operations on the hitherto surviving metric pairs. Note that the partial survivors are not altered and therefore the final SMs are not changed compared to a straightforward implementation.

B. R2-Based Approach

According to the preceding considerations, all partial survivors are calculated during two cycles, and in the third cycle the final update takes place. As an example, the operations to update state metric 0 are drawn bold in Fig. 8(a). The partial survivors needed for the final CS are created at instance 0 by operation \( B' \) and at instance 1 by \( B'' \). These operations are carried out in different butterfly units; that is, the partial survivors have to be stored temporarily. The appropriate routing for the final CS is according to the required ordering of the updated SMs. Here, the partial survivors are brought together by means of I/O channels between adjacent butterfly units as indicated on the left side of Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 also shows the rate-flexible butterfly unit. Its arithmetic components, adders and the CS units, are identical to the ones in a R2 butterfly unit, that is, if the gray parts are removed, one yields a standard R2 butterfly unit. To cope with a decomposed R4 butterfly, routing resources (shaded in gray) are provided to distribute the partial survivors as dictated by the BM distribution and the state transitions. The input MUXes shuffle the two input SMs to guarantee their cumulation with all four BMs. The 4:2 MUXes in front of the CS units select whether the partial survivors at stage \( k^* \) are to be captured into the routing unit PERM or the final comparison at stage \( k + 1 \) is to be performed. When carrying out (8) or (9), PERM is fed during two cycles and in the third and final cycle the partial survivors are compared. Here, the signals \( I \) and \( O \) provide the connections to the adjacent butterfly unit to carry out the comparison with the desired pairs of partial survivors. For example, \( O_k \) is connected to \( f_{01} \) in the adjacent butterfly unit. The CS operations at steps \( (k \rightarrow k^*) \) and \( (k^* \rightarrow k + 1) \) in Fig. 8 are executed by the same CS unit, thus saving hardware.

The unit PERM, which is needed for permuting the partial survivors, simply consists of two tapped delay lines. If the global SM memory is implemented as a bank of registers, they can be reused to store the second intermediate survivors. Hence, PERM would be reduced to only two storage elements to capture the...
first intermediate survivors. If it turns out that the metric in the global register is the surviving one, the final update can be suppressed and no switching power would be consumed. On average, 50% of the final updates are superfluous.

Given the BM assignments of the TCM code, PERM carries out the same permutation in a pair of adjacent butterfly units. For the codes considered, there are two such pairs in total. For the pair \( i = 0 \) the partial survivors on the top rail, \( a \) and \( b \), are devoted to the same butterfly unit, whereas the bottom rail survivors, \( c \) and \( d \), are assigned to the adjacent butterfly unit. For the pair \( i = 1 \), it is vice versa. Now the design fits seamlessly into the base architecture; that is, the feedback network (“perfect shuffle” state interconnection is assumed) in Fig. 2 is reused as is. Furthermore, the survivor symbols to be processed by the SP unit become equivalent to the information symbols. It will be seen that this is beneficial for the chosen implementation of the SP unit.

Additionally, a controller is needed to provide control signals to the MUXes (\( \text{sel}_{\text{mtr}} \) and \( \text{sel}_{\text{cs}} \)) and clock enable signals to the registers. Clocking is only allowed when input data is valid so that no dynamic power is consumed unnecessarily. In R2 mode, these signals are kept constant. Neglecting the controller, the rate-flexible butterfly unit only adds six 2:1 MUXes and four (two) registers on top of a R2 butterfly unit, and there is no arithmetic overhead.

V. SURVIVOR PATH UNIT

We start this section by discussing some basic algorithms for SP processing, namely register-exchange (RE) and trace-back (TB); see [13] for an overview or [23], [24] for in-depth coverage. Let \( L \) denote the necessary decoding depth of the convolutional code after which the survivor paths are expected to have merged with sufficiently high probability. The necessary depth is determined by simulations. Furthermore, to cope with rate flexibility, specific architectural trade-offs have to be investigated for this unit.

A. Existing Algorithms

Register-Exchange: This method is the most straightforward way of survivor path processing since the trellis structure is directly incorporated in the algorithm. Every trellis state is linked to a register that contains the survivor path leading to that state. The information sequences of the survivor paths are then continuously updated based on the decisions provided by the ACS units.

In a parallel implementation, \( bNL \) bits need to be stored in memory and the latency of this algorithm is simply \( L \). Since all these bits must be read and written in every trellis stage, an implementation in high density random access memory (RAM) is impractical due to the high memory bandwidth requirement. Instead, the algorithm is preferably realized by a network of multiplexers and registers that are connected according to the trellis topology. For a larger number of states, though, the low integration density of the multiplexer-register network and the high memory access bandwidth of \( bNL \) bits per cycle become the major drawback of this algorithm.

Trace-Back: This method is a backward processing algorithm and requires the decisions from the ACS units to be stored in a memory. After having found the starting state of a decoding segment, typically after an \( L \)-step search through a segment where all survivor paths merge into one, this surviving state sequence is reconstructed in a backward fashion by means of the stored decisions. The corresponding information symbols are output time-reversed and, therefore, a last-in-first-out (LIFO) buffer has to be introduced to reverse the decoded bitstream.

Considering an architecture with two read pointers, where decode, merge, and write segments are each of length \( L \), we find that memory requirement is \( 3bNL \) bits for the decision memory plus \( bL \) bits for the LIFO, and latency is \( 4L \).

Only \( bN \) compared to \( bNL \) decision bits are written every cycle, lowering the memory access bandwidth. Another advantage compared to RE is the storage of the decisions in a much denser memory, typically RAMs. The cost is higher memory requirement and latency.

In order to lower both memory requirement and latency in TB-based architectures the trace-forward (TF) procedure [25]
can be applied. This is a forward-processing algorithm to estimate the starting state for a trace-back decode such that the merging segment can be omitted. It relies on the fact that all tail states of the survivor path are expected to coincide after $L$ steps. Compared to the two-pointer architecture, the memory depth decreases from $3L$ to $2L$ and latency from $4L$ to $3L$. The number of bits for RAM and TF unit is $2hN_L$ and $Nm$.

### B. Decoding Depth

An estimation for the decoding depth $L$ for convolutional codes is given in [17]. Rate 1/2 codes need to be observed over a length of around five times the constraint length of the code. To estimate the largest necessary $L$ for both code rates (1/2 and 2/3), we compare TB/Tf and RE approaches and their expected performance degradation at $E_b/N_0$ required for a BER of $10^{-5}$ for the different transmission schemes, as shown in Fig. 10. It is seen that both approaches do not need more than $L = 20$. The degradation of RE compared to TB/Tf for smaller decoding depths is caused by using fixed-state decoding, where the decoded bit is always derived from a predefined state. This is less complex than taking a majority decision among all RE outputs and saves memory by neglecting bits connected to states that cannot reach this predefined state at step $L$.

### C. The Designed Rate-Flexible Survivor Path Unit

For this design, we employ the RE approach since the number of states is rather low, and, considering the additional subset signal memory needed for TCM, the least overhead is introduced since the decoding latency is by far the lowest. If $R_{\text{max}}$ denotes the maximum rate of the TCM transmission, $L \times (R_{\text{max}} - b)L$ extra bits are required, whereas three times more are needed for a TB/Tf approach because its latency is three times higher. In this design $R_{\text{max}}$ equals 5 for the 64-QAM constellation.

Additionally, for TCM a demapper has to be employed that delivers the most likely subset signal at a certain time. This is a multiplexer which chooses a subset signal depending on the decoded subset number from the SP unit. Recall that for convolutional decoding, $b$ information bits are decoded every cycle. This is not sufficient for this task since the subset number consists of $b + 1$ bits. In this case, the RE algorithm must store in total $(b + 1)NL$ bits. More precisely, $(b + 1) \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} (N-i)$ bits can be neglected due to fixed-state decoding.

To reduce memory, an alternative approach only considers sequences of $b$ information bits in the RE network as in the case of convolutional decoding. These are the estimated uncoded bits of a subset number; that is, only the two most significant bits (MSB) $\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1$, are decoded. A demapper has to choose the correct subset based on the MSBs in order to decide the most likely subset signal. This is achieved by an additional encoder fed by $\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1$. Together with the resulting coded bit $\hat{x}_0$, the subset number is now complete.

Once there is a deviation from the ML path, a distorted sequence for the coded bits is created in the decoder, which in turn chooses wrong subset signals during the error event. Although the error event for $\hat{x}_2, \hat{x}_1$ can be quite short, the resulting event for $\hat{x}_0$ becomes much longer since the encoder has to be driven back into the correct state. From examination of the encoder properties, 50% of the coded bits are expected to be wrong during this event. Simulations show that this approach is quite sensitive to variations in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which determines the number of unmerged paths at depth $L$ that cause these error events. The decoding depth has to be increased, eventually to the point where the total number of registers is larger than in the previous case. For the $E_b/N_0$ considered, it turned out that $L$ is 24, requiring slightly fewer stored bits than in the original approach where $L = 20$. The latter's robustness, on the other hand, is more beneficial for this implementation.

Which radix is most beneficial for a building block in the RE network? Recalling the decomposition approach from the trellis unit in Section IV, which saved arithmetic units at the cost of a slight increase in storage elements, one is tempted to apply the same approach to the R4 RE network. Again, one wants to break the R4 structure into R2 blocks. Note that in an RE network there is no arithmetic, and, contrary to the trellis unit, not only one but in total $L$ duplicates of a trellis step are connected in series. Per trellis stage, there are 4N/2 bits overhead, which is not acceptable in this implementation. Therefore, a straightforward R4 implementation of the RE network is pursued.

An architecture for the R4 RE network is depicted in Fig. 11(a). The network is visually split into three separate slices, to represent the processing of the three survivor path bits representing a subset. The basic processing element of a slice consists of a 4:1 MUX (equals three 2:1 MUXes), connected to a 1-bit register. Expressed in terms of 2:1 MUXes, the hardware requirement for this approach is $9NL$ MUXes and $3NL$ registers. However, the network can be improved by matching it to the throughput of the trellis unit. Remember that R4 processing takes 3 clock cycles and thus the RE update can also be carried out sequentially. That is, the registers are now placed in series such that three cycles are needed to update the complete survivor sequence, as in Fig. 11(b). The hardware requirement is dramatically lowered since 66% of the MUXes and interconnections become obsolete. At the same time, the utilization for both modes is effectively increased.
Were it only for R4 processing, the sequential elements could be simply realized as edge-triggered master-slave flip-flops. However, R2 processing, which allows only one cycle for the survivor path update, requires the first two registers to be bypassed. There are two cures to the problem: either one introduces another 2:1 MUX in front of the third register in a stage, or the first two sequential elements in a stage are latches that are held in transparent mode. Since flip-flop-based designs are more robust considering timing and testability, the first approach is applied.

Parts of the RE network could usually be disabled since the decoding depth \( L \) of the rate 1/2 code is expected to be less than for the 2/3 code. This is indicated by the shaded parts in Fig. 11. However, following the simulations in Fig. 10, we choose \( L = 24 \) for both code rates to have some extra margin for varying SNR. The initial values fed into the network (Init \( \text{RE}_{\text{c}} \)) are derived from the decision bits \( \mathbf{D} \) and, in case of R4 processing, state numbers.

![Fig. 11. Two architectures of the RE algorithm to suit the combined convolutional and TCM decoder. (a) shows the straightforward scheme, which basically consists of three RE slices in parallel. Two of these slices are considered overhead for rate 1/2 binary convolutional codes. The second architecture in (b) is matched to the throughput of the trellis unit and executes the survivor path update in a serial fashion, thus saving 66% of the MUXes and interconnections. In both figures, the shaded parts can be disabled for convolutional decoding. The initialization Init \( \text{RE}_{\text{c}} \) is derived from the decision bits in \( \mathbf{D} \) and state numbers.](image)

VI. HARDWARE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first study how and in which parts an increased flexibility impacts the design. Then, a chip implementation is presented.

We consider designs that provide up to three settings to adapt to varying channel conditions. For low SNR, rate \( R = 1 \) (data bits per 2-D channel use) is employed, which uses a rate 1/2 convolutional code together with Gray-mapped QPSK. A rate \( R = 3 \) mode is incorporated in the design in case there is higher SNR. In addition to the previous setup, TCM with a rate 2/3 subset selector and 16-QAM as master constellation is provided. On top of this, the third mode uses TCM with 64-QAM, thus adding \( R = 5 \). In the following, the different designs are named by their maximum transmission rate. Note that design \( \text{ONE} \) is fixed since it only provides \( R = 1 \), whereas \( \text{THREE} \) and \( \text{FIVE} \) are flexible. Furthermore, a more flexible design incorporates a less flexible one without additional hardware cost.

Recall from Section IV that the architecture of the trellis unit consists of R2 elements. Thus, the processing for the convolutional code in system \( \text{ONE} \) is one symbol per cycle. However, the other two systems need to support R2 and R4 processing. The trellis unit determines the computation rate of the whole system, which becomes one symbol per three cycles for R4 processing. We now turn to implementation aspects for the processing units, and evaluate the cost of flexibility based on the synthesized hardware blocks.

A. Branch Metric Unit

In Section III it is shown that the BM unit requires additional resources for designs \( \text{THREE} \) and \( \text{FIVE} \) because of TCM’s subset decoding in combination with larger constellations. As indicated in the previous sections, additional hardware resources due to flexibility can be minimized by matching the rates of the processing units in the designs. This is done by interleaving the BM calculations and reusing the subset decoding units for the other subsets.

Subset decoding for 16-QAM is simply an MSB check of \( y_1 \pm y_0 \). This comparison unit is reused for 64-QAM, where the maximum number of boundaries is 9 according to (6) and Fig. 5(c).\(^1\) Simulations show that removing the 4 extra comparisons needed to resolve ambiguities in 64-QAM has no noticeable effect on the overall BER.

With the given subset distribution, some slicing operations apply to a pair of subsets; for example, for \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{D}_2 \) \([1]\) there are three comparison results that apply to the diagonal boundaries \( y_1 - y_0 \). It is therefore beneficial to calculate such subset pairs together in one cycle. Subset decoding units are reused by translating the input symbols, here only \( y_0 \), for the subset pair in question. Two operations are required to form \( y_0 \pm D_{\text{min}} \) in the first cycle \( y_0 + D_{\text{min}} \) is processed and in the second \( y_0 - D_{\text{min}} \). Thus, in total it takes three cycles to decode \( c_j \) and calculate

\(^1\)From Fig. 5 it is also seen that 32-CR would need an additional two slicers, which are not used by the other two constellations, causing an overhead of 1%. To lower the already high complexity of the BM unit, 32-CR is thus omitted in the flexible designs.
TABLE II
THREE DESIGNS WITH DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION RATES. POWER CONSUMPTION \( P(R) \) ESTIMATED AT \( V_{dd} = 1.2 \) V AND \( f_{clk} = 250 \) MHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>( R )</th>
<th>Highest mod.</th>
<th>Area [( \mu m^2 )]</th>
<th>BM unit</th>
<th>Trellis unit</th>
<th>SP unit</th>
<th>Subset memory</th>
<th>Demap.</th>
<th>( P(R) ) [mW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>QPSK Gray</td>
<td>16289</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREE</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>16-QAM TCM</td>
<td>67205</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>52.0%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIVE</td>
<td>1 3 5</td>
<td>64-QAM TCM</td>
<td>76922</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \lambda_j \) for all subsets. Now the computation rate is matched to the trellis unit. Note that a latency of three cycles is introduced by this hardware sharing, which has to be accounted for in the depth of the subset signal memory.

Since the processing in the BM unit is purely feedforward, it can be easily pipelined so the throughput of the design is determined by the feedback loop of the trellis unit. Therefore, two additional pipeline stages were introduced and the depth of the subset signal memory was adjusted accordingly.

This memory could be partitioned in order to efficiently support 16-QAM and 64-QAM, which use 1 and 3 bits to specify a subset signal, respectively. The required memory width is the number of subsets times the maximum number of subset signal bits, that is, \( 8 \times 3 \). Based on area estimates from custom memory macros, it turns out that a single 24 bit wide implementation gives less overhead than three separate 8 bit wide blocks. Nevertheless, memory words are partitioned into 8 bit segments that can be accessed separately and shut down to save power. To account for all latency in the flexible designs, a single-port memory of size \( 28 \times 24 \) is used. Since simultaneous read and write accesses are not allowed in single-port architectures, an additional buffer stage is required.

B. Trellis Unit

To avoid manual normalization of the otherwise unbounded wordlength increase of SMs in the trellis datapath, the modulo normalization technique from [26] is used. It relies on the fact that the VA bounds the maximum dynamic range \( \delta_{\text{max}} \) of SMs to be \( \delta_{\text{max}} \leq \lambda_{\text{max}} \).

If two SMs \( \Gamma(t',k) \) and \( \Gamma'(t',k) \) are to be compared using subtraction, the comparison can be carried out according to \( [\Gamma(t', k) - \Gamma'(t', k)] \mod 2\delta_{\text{max}} \) without ambiguity. Modulo arithmetic is simply implemented by ignoring the SM overflow if the wordlength is chosen to represent twice the dynamic range of the cumulated SMs before the compare stage, namely

\[
\log_2(\delta_{\text{max}} + \lambda_{\text{max}}) + 1 \text{ bits}. \tag{10}
\]

The datapath wordlengths vary due to varying symbol quantization for the different constellations. Choosing \( q = 7 \) bits, which leads to acceptable degradation for 64-QAM according to Table I, 10 bits are needed to represent the SMs. For 16-QAM and 32-CR (\( q = 5, 6 \)), 9 bits are required for the SMs, whereas in the QPSK case (\( q = 3 \)), the wordlength turns out to be 7 bits. That is, in order to be power-efficient for both convolutional and TCM decoding, one could slice the datapath to 7 plus 3 extension bits, and prevent the latter bits from toggling in QPSK mode.

C. Impact of Flexibility

The cost of the flexible processing blocks was already characterized at the architecture level. Now, three flexible designs are considered. The numbers for the cell area (expressed as NAND2-equivalent kGates) in Table II apply to synthesized blocks at the gate level. We applied the same design constraints to allow a fair comparison. The constraints are chosen such that the implementation is still in the flat part of the area-delay curve and the resulting critical path for the designs lies in the trellis unit.

As flexibility is introduced, for example, from design \( \text{ONE} \) to \( \text{THREE} \), note that the BM unit gets a larger share of the total area. In design \( \text{ONE} \), it is almost negligible, whereas in design \( \text{THREE} \), it is comparable to the size of the trellis unit; in design \( \text{ONE} \) this unit took half of the total size, declining to about a fifth in \( \text{THREE} \). The growth of the BM unit is not only due to TCM; it is mainly due to the required slicing operations, which stem from larger QAM constellations and would have to be considered even for a Gray-mapped convolutional code.

The higher code rate of the subset selector for design \( \text{THREE} \) and \( \text{FIVE} \) impacts the trellis and SP units. These units are in theory independent of the code details. However, the size of the SP unit is partially influenced by TCM; the \( b+1 \) bits that represent a subset number are processed per RE stage and state, instead of \( b \) bits in the case of conventional convolutional decoding. Contrary to the trellis unit, the SP unit now takes a larger part. The dramatic decrease of the trellis unit share certainly justifies the R4 emulation by R2 elements. Recall that this emulation would not have made sense for the SP unit, where one has to accept the R4 processing character, hence, its percent growth.

For design \( \text{FIVE} \), the BM share grows even further, although not as much as before; it appears that the initial price for task flexibility or larger constellations has already been paid. Also, the percent cost of the trellis unit decreases slightly, although another transmission rate has been introduced. It appears that task flexibility has a larger impact on the size of an implementation than rate flexibility. That is, the underlying trellis structure of a code is much easier to reuse than BM calculations that are specialized for a certain task.

The observed trend is expected to continue for larger constellations. The BM unit takes even larger portions, whereas trellis and SP units, which are principally fixed except for the growth of the wordlength (10), drop in percent. The parts exclusive of the TCM, subset memory and demapper, consume roughly a fifth of the cell area.

Power estimation in Table II is carried out with Synopsys Power Compiler on the synthesized netlists, back-annotated with state- and path-dependent toggle information obtained from a simulation run. There are in principle two comparison scenarios that need to be distinguished: first, convolutional decoding using either a fixed (\( \text{ONE} \)) or one of the flexible designs
(THREE or FIVE) to find out how much power one has to sacrifice for a certain flexibility; and second, a comparison between designs THREE and FIVE to see how much more power has to be spent for additional transmission rates. These comparisons yield a measure of the cost of flexibility.

Not surprisingly, power consumption is sacrificed for flexibility. Scenario one indicates that from design ONE to THREE, there is twice the power spent to run the flexible design with transmission rate 1. For design FIVE, the number is slightly higher but still roughly twice the amount of power for rate 1 compared to the fixed design. Comparing designs THREE and FIVE, we find there is a 4% and a 9.7% increase in power consumption for rate 1 and 3 configurations. Furthermore, rate 5 mode in design FIVE only requires an extra 3.4% power, a low consumption for rate 1 and 3 configurations. Furthermore, power estimation figures at the gate-level indicate that the flexible designs become more cost-effective if provided with more than two transmission rates. Last, to yield a quantitative cost on flexibility, a silicon implementation is crucial. The implementation is fabricated in a 0.13-µm CMOS process. Thus, the performance of two designs, one fixed, one flexible, can be compared. For good channel SNRs, the flexible design enables a 28% higher throughput than the fixed, while it only lags by 17% when run in low SNR configuration.
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